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Word-of-mouth marketing has always been 

important. Today, it’s more important than 

ever because of the power of the internet.

“

”
- Joe Pulizzi & Newt Barret



Getting started
We’re gearing this marketing and selling strategy plan 

just for the craftsmen and women in the wallcovering 

installation business. The social channels outlined, 

strategies mentioned, and specifics for time spent online 

versus in person are all focused on the type of work you 

do. We’re leveraging your visuals from the field to create 

compelling content, then sharing where and how much 

to boost or sponsor those posts to lead more potential 

clients back into your net. At the completion of this selling and marketing strategy, you should 

have a concrete idea of where to be both online and in person to make the most of your local, 

regional, and even national connections. 

Establish an online presence:
Your online presence is about branding yourself and creating a space to showcase your work. It 

also eliminates you having to be everywhere at once. Choosing strategically which social media 

channels you take part in can help you focus and create a better experience for potential clients. 

For that reason, we’re recommending choosing from the following: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 

Pinterest, Instagram, and Houzz. 

Facebook 
Facebook is a great visual platform where you can post before and after 
project photos, behind-the-scenes images, and garner glowing reviews from 

your clients. Boosting posts for a nominal fee of about $50 for a few days is 

easy to do and can be something you reserve for bigger project showcases 

and getting your posts out to more people. Facebook is also great for 
participating in specific facebook groups due to the latest push with 

Facebook to create a place for community. Use Facebook groups as a niche 

channel to communicate with potential clients and customers. It’s easy to get 

started, simply venture under the explore heading on your homepage and 

click groups to discover which forums to join. 



Twitter
Posting to Twitter could be as easy as syncing posts from Facebook to 
Twitter; however, most people can tell when companies are doing this. If you 

want to go the extra step, modify your posts separately for Twitter to be about 

industry inspiration, news, and recent projects. Twitter is a place to establish 

yourself as a thought leader in the Wallcovering and design space.

LinkedIn
Go ahead and build out a LinkedIn page complete with your company bio. 
You can also create a LinkedIn Showcase page for a specific business area 

or initiative to focus on what makes you different. Use this specific page 

within your LinkedIn ecosystem to build relationships with potential clients 

and other designers in the local space. Lastly, a sponsored post on LinkedIn 

can guarantee more eyes on your brand. LinkedIn requires a $10 minimum 

spend per day, so consider at $140 commitment for one week.

Pinterest
Create a list of topics you want to cover and build these out as boards on 

your page. It’s also useful to choose a few competitors in your space to 

gauge inspiration. You might have a board for patterns, textures, inspiration, 

printed custom wallpapers, and before and afters of your own projects. 

Instagram
Instagram, with it’s more visual focus, and downplay on commenting and 
sharing, leads the platform to have a more focused and authentic appeal for 

visual brands. As you begin to build out your content on Instagram, think of a 

branding color story you can tell. Are your projects more of a neutral palette 

of tans, shades of whites and grays or do your finished rooms follow quirky 

patterns and graphics? This can begin to tell a story to potential clients 

looking to book your services. 



Next, go beyond the post and include a snippet of text to go along with the 
project. Include in each post searchable hashtags. Instagram limits posts to 

30 hashtags; however, we recommend shooting for ten hashtags ranging in 

popularity. For example #wallcovering has 245,000 posts, but #wallinspo 

has only 4,000 posts. Once you choose your ten, ranging in popularity you'll 

store them in a note on your phone for easy copy and pasting.

Houzz
Houzz is uniquely special platform for homeowners and home design 

professionals to come together to view and share feature project photos, 
articles, product recommendations, and engage with user forums. Build out 

your portfolio on Houzz, so you can be found locally. 

Website:
The trend today is one scrolling page in place of a 

simple 5-page website. Free resources for themes 

and websites include Wix, Squarespace, and 

Wordpress. The main cost associated will be 

hosting your site at around $10 a month with a 

service like GoDaddy. Again, it can be useful to 

browse a few portfolio type websites for content 

ideas. It can be as simple as including the 

following:

1. A short bio or about me section

2. A bulleted list or columned break out of the
services you offer

3. Portfolio of completed projects

4. Testimonials

5. Contact form for getting in touch

6. Footer can consist of your email and social links



Almost half of small business spend less than two hours per week on 
marketing efforts. - Statistica
Carve out a minimum of two hours weekly to spend posting photos of your projects. 

Incorporate short video snippets 20-30 seconds long of behind-the-scenes views of 

your projects to share across Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest and Instagram. 
Take note that creating video snippets with the camera on your phone is all you 

need, you don't need any other fancy equipment. Make sure to fill out your bio 

completely for all social channels you embark on. Use the time weekly to post 

projects, share stories, and engage with others in your space.

“

”Network:
Attend as a Guest

Besides networking with fellow wallcovering experts in your local Wallcovering Installers 

Association chapter, we have a few hacks and tips for getting into the networking scene. Bypass 

the $500 price tag with BNI (Business Network International) and instead get in as a guest. 

Attending one time as a guest doesn’t come attached with the obligation to attend the 90-minute 
long meetings on a weekly basis, but gives you an opportunity to practice networking and meeting 

those in the group.

Other opportunities include becoming a member of your Wallcovering Installers Association and 

attending your local chapter meetings for networking opportunities and a chance to share 

insights, tips, and meet like-minded craftsman and women. 

Business Cards

As you build out your brand and color story, your business cards may be an easy design from 

there. It can be useful to pick up a few cards at coffee shops, meetings, networking, and around 

town to get inspiration for designs. Then go to moo.com for professionally printed business 
cards for $20 for 50-100 cards. Leave business cards with a few of the following: 

- Interior design companies you could partner with
- Contractors flipping homes

- Real estate offices



Attend Events

Mark your calendars for the big WIA event that goes on annually. The WIA conference takes place 

once a year and offers valuable break outs for new members to meet with seasoned 

professionals, network with industry insiders, and get the latest trends in the wallcovering space. 
The conference is usually held each September and is a great opportunity for those entering the 

field to meet seasoned installers. Then, attend other related associations networking events. 

Consider one(s) that applies: 

- American Contractors Association

- National Association of the Remodeling Industry

- American Society of Interior Designers

- Wallcoverings Association 

Nurture Referral Business:
Build in a post project process. With every completed project, implement a process for acquiring a 

review on your Houzz account, Google Plus page, Facebook business page and Yelp and collect a 

quote for your testimonial section on your website. Every client can be an opportunity for a referral 

via word of mouth both in person and online. Having multiple, relevant, and current reviews can go 

a long way with creating a great first impression with new clients. Consider offering a small 
discount incentive to clients leaving you reviews as part of your referral program. 

Conclusion
Marketing and selling yourself is about the full circle of acquiring new business, completing the 
project, and then packaging up your best work into case studies with testimonials that you can 

share online to attract your next job. Hopefully now we have you thinking about the type of posts 

you can regularly share to build your brand online that will work for you 24/7. Once you’ve 

established an online presence, you’ll want to get out to events, chapter meetings, and 

conferences to continue to learn, enhance your skills, and meet other interesting people in the 

business. 

72% say reading positive customer reviews increase their 
trust in a business; it takes, on average, 2-6 reviews to 
get 56% of them to this point.-Consumer Review Survey by BriteLocal




